60% of students said PIP was different from their other remote learning experiences. They said PIP was:
• More independent
• Hands on
• Student driven
• More creative
• Relevant to their own interests

Teachers rated the overall PIP experience for their students a 4 out of 5 and 100% of teachers would recommend it for remote learning!

84% of parents said that PIP was more engaging than their child's other remote learning experiences!

“I did some great work in this class. It was very engaging, fun, and something that I wanted to do every day. I was proud when I completed it.” - PIP Student

“My students and I very much enjoyed the experience of PIP. I enjoyed being able to help my students set goals and exceed them! I feel that they too were so excited and proud to see what they were able to accomplish by hitting small goals and then realizing that their big overarching goal wasn’t so daunting but rather even more exciting.” - PIP Teacher

“I very much appreciated this project being available for my child to participate in. She enjoyed doing it as well! Would like to see more of this type of project even when regular school is back in session.” - PIP Parent

skills21.org/pip